


CANADIAN STEEL  INSTRUCTOR  This  is  about  new
information that has come to light about this rare WW1-time
system since  the note  in  14/391,  mainly  an article  by Don
Redmond  &  John  Wapshott  in  Canadian MeccaNotes (#26,
June 2002) about a model  sheet  that John had found,  and
some parts from Canada which are most likely CSI.

The Model Sheet is 18*25",  printed on both sides. The
front side has 25 models ranged around a centre panel with
the Illustrated Parts & a Price List of Separate Parts in it. The
Illustrated Parts is identical to the Phase 1 MODELIT in MCS
except  that  a wire Screwdriver  with  a  triangular  handle  re-
places the wooden-handled one, & a single-ended Spanner the
MODELIT double-ended type. The CSI versions of these parts
are as in the CASTLE BUILDER Illustrated Parts in MCS. The
names of the parts & PNs are also identical to MODELIT but
the CSI list does not include the Instruction Books #65 & 66.

The models are numbered 1-25 but are not arranged in any
particular order and they go from FIRE TRUCK No.25 in the
top left corner to PAPER TRUCK No.3 at bottom right. There is
a small photo for each, plus a list of the parts required. The
outfit  needed for  these models  isn't  mentioned but  it  is  no
doubt  Set  1  because Set  2  &  3  models  are  shown  on  the
Sheet's reverse side. It is said in  MeccaNotes that comparing
the models  with  those in other systems at  about the same
time,  7  show a reasonable  resemblance  to  MECCACO,  8  to
AMERICAN MODEL BUILDER, and 5 to STRUCTOMODE.

The reverse side shows extra models which can be made
with Sets 2 & 3: 12 for Set 2, Nos. 32, 33, 37-40, & 42-27,
ending with No.37; and 12 more for Set 3, Nos. 60-71, ending
with No.70. As before there is one illustration and a parts list
for each model but all the No.3's are line drawings rather than
photos. And again many of the models have a familiar look to
them.  One  is  shown  below,  at  the  original  size,  and  is  a
straight copy of an AMB No.3 model. Hence, as in a number of
the  other  models,  a  Flanged Plate  is  shown  instead  of  the
Perforated Plate with A/Gs which would actually be used.

Based on the parts needed for the models the MeccaNotes
article,  and  an  earlier  one  (#7,  Sept.  1997),  give  possible
inventories  for  Sets  1-3.  Broadly  they  look  very  similar  to
MODELIT, the most obvious difference being that the CSI No.3
does not contain a Pawl & ½" Pinion, but does have the 4
Flange Wheels which are not in MODELIT until the No.4. The
question  remains  as  to  whether  there  were  CSI  sets  larger
than the No.3. Some 30 parts of the CSI range are not in the
No.3  but  since  prices  are  given  for  them  on  the  Sheet,
presumably they were available. None have been found so far
though, but CSI parts are not common and, as far as I know,
no CSI Flange Wheels are known either.

The  Parts  They  are  those  from  a  mixed lot  which
remained after taking out some AMB parts (including Flanged
Plates), and some mystery tin plated, now dark grey, parts of a

quite  different  character.  Of  the  remainder,  the  Strips  &
Brackets are judged to be CSI and not MODELIT because all
are well over ½" wide, and it is assumed that the Plates are
CSI because they were with the wide Strips.  The types of
part are:  5,7,11,25h  Strips;  5,8,11h  A/Gs;  5*7h,  5*11h
Perforated Plates; Flat Segment Plate; 1" Pulley; Collar; A/B;
Single & Double Bent Strips; Axle & Crank Handle; N&B. The
quantities indicate more than one set, or a No.2 with extras
perhaps. As explained in the notes on the parts below, there
are two types of a few of the parts and some could be AMB.
● The width of the  Strips &  Brackets, 14.2mm, is as in

OSN 14 and their thickness, .9-.95mm, is similar. ● Holes too
are  similar,  generally  4.3mm  but  4.2mm  in  the  Perforated
Plates. ● At .7mm the Plates are slightly thinner. The Sector
Plate right (½ full-size) is as in the tracings
that  John  sent  of  his  OSN 14  parts,  and
exactly  matches  the  MODELIT  part  (see
8/186). The 5h end is flat, the 3h concave,
the end holes  are on arcs that  maintain
the  corner  holes  on  each  side  at  3½"
pitch, and the centre edge holes are at 1"
pitch from the corner holes. The 4 centre
side  holes  are  not  shown  in  the
Illustrated Parts but can be clearly seen
in a photo  elsewhere on  the Sheet of
how  to  bolt  8h  A/Gs  on  to  make  a
flanged  sector  plate.  ● The  A/Gs
correspond to those in John's drawing
except  that  the  bend  point  varies  a  little  for  the  different
lengths,  giving  arms typically  15½ &  14½mm.  The  slotted
holes are 8½mm long,  as  in  the A/B.  ● The  Single  Bent
Strip is 11.3mm wide o/a.

Now for the parts which might be AMB or CSI. ● Two types
of  1"  Pulley were  found,  both  nickeled  including  their
10.0mm Ø brass bosses, single-tapped 6-32. The differences
between  them are:  rim width,  3¼/4mm;  bore,  4.2/4.1mm;

boss depth, 6½/5½mm; peening section, semi-
circular/rectangular  with  a  raised  inner  ring;
4½mm  u/h  nickeled  steel  Set  Screws  with
1½mm  deep  tapered  cheeseheads  4.3/4.1  Ø.
Neither type can be positively said to be CSI, but
the one with the rectangular peening is perhaps
more likely to be. This unusual peening matches
the unplated boss of the MODELIT 1" Pulleys to
hand, and although it also matches the nickeled
boss of a reputed AMB 1" Pulley, the latter has a
'belled' rather than a 'V' rim. And the 1" Pulleys
in a largely complete AMB set have belled rims
and semi-circular peening. ● There were also two
types of  Collar, both brass, single-tapped 6-32,
with  a  4.1mm  bore.  The  differences  between
them are: 10.0/9,5mm Ø; 6/4.7mm wide.  It  is
more likely that the first type is CSI because its
diameter is the same as the 1" Pulley bosses and

the second is identical to those in the AMB Set.  ● The only
Axle in the parts  is  4½" long, 3.99mm Ø,  and has square
ends.  ● The Crank Handle, 3.98mm Ø and 5½" o/a, has a
small cross hole 1½" from the inner bend, and matches the
part in the AMB Set. John's part is the same shape but doesn't
have the cross hole.  ● N&B. There were 2 types of both the
Nut & the Bolt, with a dozen or two of each pattern. The Nuts
are  square  pressed;  plain  steel/plain  brass;  8.0/6.6  A/F;
3/2.2mm thick.  The  Bolts are plain  steel,  about  8mm u/h,
with 7.5mm Ø round/6.5mm Ø fillister heads. All are threaded
8-32, though  5⁄32" BSW parts screw onto/into most of them.
The N&B in the AMB Set are brassed steel but otherwise the
Nuts matches the smaller one in the Lot, and the Bolts have a
similar round head but are only 6½mm u/h.
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